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O. IntroductioD

In the last years a seri~s of papers appeared that deal with the semantics or those langua.
ges or systems that allo\\' for some notion of concurrency [1,3.9,15.20,24]. The approach
of Francez et al. [8] e.g. is based on complete partial orders, the work of de Biller

and

Zucker [7] is based on complete metric spaces, Plotkin presents an operational approach
[19], axiomatic methods can be found in [1, 4, 11, 15, 17, 20]. The connection between
some ofthe approaches has been investigated in [9, 13].
We are here presenting an investigation and foundation or the metric space approach of

[7].
In order to do so we brie8y sketch how semantics is defined in [7]. The basic conc~pts of
[7] are the not ion of a "process domain'" and a "domain equation". Given a language L
for which semantics is to be defined, the authors suggest to construct a suitable equation
P

= J(P)

, called domain equation, such that the solution of this equation (a complete

metric space) provides a domam for the interpretation

of prograIDS, i.e. the meaning

function maps pro grams to elements of this solution.
The authors demonstrate theu ideasconcerning the solution of such equations by considering the following four prototypes

P = {po}

U

(A x P)

~.(1)

P = {Po} U Pe(A x P)

.(2)

P = {po}

,'(3)

(A

-+

Pe(B x P))

P = {po} U (A

-+

Pe «B

U

x P) U (0

-+

P)))

.(4)

where e.g. the Cartesian product is used to model the sequencing of actions, the pow~et
construction

Pe (see sedion 1.) and the function space construction are used to model

nondeteTIninism, concurrency and communication.
For each equation

P = .T; (P),

i = 1,2,3,

the authors [7J construct a solutio~: as

follows (the last equation is leh to the reader): A sequence «PA' dn»

of metric sPaces
,"f.:

is constructed by setting Po = {po},

Pj = .1;(Pj-d , and Pw is de&ned as (UPn,Udn).
It is then shown that the completion (P, d) of Pw is a solution of the given equati~n.
I)i.',

The thus constructed solutions serve as semantic domams for various sampIe languages.
When looking doser at the proposed handling of process domain equations, anumbe~' of
questions anse immediately:;
.,:;,{.

la the thua cOßstructed solution the only solution? If not, what features characterize the constructed solution? And most important, under what conditionS ia
1

O.

11It,o~.ctioll

it possible to give a solution ot an equation P

=

l(P) in Buch a way? Whae

properties must the operator 1 have in order to guarantee the existence ot a
solution alltogether?
In trus paper, wrueh is based on a prevbus report [14], we are dealing with these
questions. An independent investigation was developed in [2] and is diseussed in seetion
V. In partieular,

we establish a framework for diseussmg the existence of solutions of

equations as discussed above. Trus is an important task, because, when we are trying to
apply the teehniques of [7] to some nontriviallanguage

like CSP [9, 12, 13, 27] we have

to haH some eriterion to decide iI the respective equation does have a solution at all.
This problem already occurs with such simple.looking equations as equation
the solution

oe whieh is leh

(4),

to the reader in [7].

We will prove that this equation cannot be solved in the wa~'claimed in [7].
This is interesting, as the associated operator

1does not satisly Our conditions for

existence of fixed points given in theorem 10 and theorem 12.
We finally make two observations.
construction

First, there is a strong analogy between the

of a fixed point theory for the category CPO 01 complete partial orders

horn the theory of fixed points in complete partial orders on one side and our ideas on the
other. Second, everyone who wants to use complete metric spaces to de6ne the semantics
of some language does not have to go into details about existence proofs of find points.
',,"'

One only has to ensure some contraction property of the operator involved according to
theorem 10 or theorem 12. In this Lemma 9 is helpful.
The paper is divided into seven sections.

'"

Section I contains the definitions and

elementary statements. In section 11we establish conditions for existence and uniqueness
of fixed points. Section 111deals with the special role of the .J'c -operator. Section IV
deals with equation (4) £rom above and general considerations conceming the choiee of
the metric and section V creates the connection to related work~ Section VI contains the
conclusion, section VII an appendix.
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I. Definitions and Elementar)' Propertiea

Definition
A

1

metric 'v/lee

IS

a

(M, d)

parr

d :!'J x Al - [0, 11 which satisfies
(a)

Vx,y

E Al

(d(z,y)

(b)

"ix, y

EM

d(x, y) = d(y, x) ,

(c)

"Ix, y, z E M d(x, y) ~ d(x, z)

=0

<::}

M

with

a

3N E IN

"In,

m > N

d

and

a

mappmg,

1)

x = y),

+ d(z,

Y) .

(x.-) in a m~tric space (M, d) is a Cauchll

A sequence

set

d(xn, zm) <

lelJ'Uenc~

whenever Vf. > 0

The metnc space (M, d) is called complete

f..

if every Cauchy sequence converges to an element of Al. It is weil known, that every
m~tric space (M, d) can be embedded into a "unique" "minimal" complete metric spare,
ealled the comp/etion of (M, d) .
Let (N, dN)

and (M, dM) be metric spaces.

A function ! : N _

1\' is ealled a

?peak contractioG, if V xE N V 11E N

Definition 2
Let (M, dM) be ametrie space (dM ~ 1) ,let pc{M)
nonempty subsets of M and let

t:': (M)

i2:W)

denote the coDection ol all closed

denote Pc(M) U {t}. The Hau,dorff

metr~ on

is given by

d(X, Y) = maz{

BUP

dez, y),

inl

zEX ,~Y

sup in! dez, y)}
,EY zEX

lor X, Y E p~(M) .
It has been shown by Hahn (10]:
Remark 1
Il (M,dM)
1)

is complete, so are (Pc(M),d)

and (p~(M),d).

0 ~ dez, y) ~ 1 ean be always obtaified for an arbitrary metric
substituting

d(z,1/) by

3{z,,)

J(z,,)+1 •

d and

J yield
3

d:

M x M _ IR by

the same topology on M.

Definition 3
Lt't (N. dN ), (M, dM) be metric spaces. A weak contraction

f : N _ M is called an

embedd,:na, ifit preserves distances, i.e. iI dM(J(~),f(y))

(2,y)

= dN

'Y2,11 E N.

ICthe

embedding f is onto, f is called an i,ornetry.
Remark 2
Let (N. dN),

Ir

(M, dM) be complete metric "paces.

then 1'1 can be identified with the dosed subsete(N)

=

d(e(N),M).

M is an embedding

or M . Hence, we can talk ahout

the distance or N and M (as elements or f:I~(M))
e, denored by de(N,1\l)

e :N -

with respect' to the embedding

The subscript

e will ohen be omitted, if no

ambiguity arises.
Lemma 1
Let IV , Al. Z be complete metric spaces. Let e : N - ~\1,.r : M .,-+ Z be emheddings
then

proor:
We prove the first ine'luaJity

de(N,M)

= d(e(N),M)
= sup

inl

ZEM gEe(N)

= sup

inl

zEM gEe(N)

=
~

d(z,y)
d(J(z), I(y))
d(z, y)

sup

inl

zE/(M)

gE/(e{N»

BUP

in{

zEZ gE/{e(N»

= d (I

d(z, y)
.

(e (N)) , Z)

= deo/ (N, Z).

Hence, if N can be embedded into M and M into Z 1fe will write
d(N,M)

~ d(N, Z)

bearing in mind that the assumed embedding or N into Z is the functional (omposition
or the two given embeddings.

2)

e 0 1 denotes the (omposition or e and f such that first e is applied and then f.
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I. D'finition, 'n~ EI,,,,,n14r, Fro,,,ti,.

Definition i

oe

A sequence ((Mt, d•.))..?o

metric spaces together with a sequence

oe

emheddings

ei : AI •.- M'+l , is called an embeddinq lequence.

(ed •.?o'

Definition 5
Let (N, dN)
c :M

-+

(M, dM) he met,ric spaces, e : 1\' -+ M an embedding. A weak contraction

,

N is called a p. -cut Jar e iI,

i) V zEN
ii)

Let ((M •., d"))i?
then

0

V {r EM

c (e (z)) = z
dM

(z,e(c(z)))

~~.

with (eil •.? 0 be an emhedding sequence with associated

Uj

.cuts Ci

is defined hy
id.
cmn =

{

cm-l

.
0

em o

cn,
0 en-l,
0

iIm=n
iIm>n
iIm < n.

Remark 3
Let (N, dN),

(M, dM) he metric spaces, e: N

-+

M an embedding, c : M

-+

N a

weak contraction such that (i) holds. One may interprete c(z) as an approximation ol
~ in N . Then (ii) implies that the approximation is at least as good as p..
Lemma 2
Let (N, dN), (M, dM) he complete metric spaces, e : N
p .cut c then

-+

M an embedding with

Proo!:

By remark 2 and definition 2.

In order to be ahle to lormulate the fixed point problem we have to de6.ne a suitable
category in which the equations have to be solved.
Definition 6
The category MS

is defined as lollows: the ohjects oC MS

3re the metric spates

- (d S 1) , the morphisms are the weak contractions. The category 9MS
complete metric spaces, the morphisms are the weak contractions.
5

has as ohjects

'.

I.

D.jinilton,

,,,ti EI''''''''''I P,.,." .."

Remark ••
In MS

and CAIS the empty set is initial.

Remark

5

((A(;,d.-)) with (e;) be an embedding sequence in AlS. Then thLdirect

Let

limit of

(Md in !viS with respect to (.~;) exists and is denoted by (UAli, Ud;) .
Lemma 3
((l\l,.,d.)) with (e;) he an emhedding sequence in ClwS, M•.=F'. Let M denote

Let

the completion

o ~ k <

of the direct limit

d(,M'" Mi + d

1 such that

~k

Ir there

u.j.") of ((M" d;)) in M S.

(UM;,

exists a

. d(M; _ } , M,) for all i then M = limM; in

Pc(M) .
Proof:

AI; can he eml.edd~d int.) M , hence (.i\l;)i~o is a Cauch), sequence in

Ohviouslyeach

(Pc(M),

d). By Hahn's Theorem [10] one concludes that its limit N equah

{z : z = limzn,

= limzn,

z

of (zn)

now n with
Z

E Mlr1

yielding

with
Zn

Yn EMir"

f1. Mlr1

a contradiction

, sequence

,

>

and kn+}

We claim that there is a suhsequenee

Jen: let 311 = ZI and Zl E Mlr1'

Zn EMir, . Such n exists, otherwise,

which yields a contradiction.

,

construc:tion

Lenuna

If ;e E lWn for some n nothing has to he

(zn) Cauchy sequence in UMn•

Let us consider the ease ;e 't Mn for alln.

shown.

(!In)

(zn) Cauchy sequence, Zn E Mn} and henee N ~ M. Let now :t E M,

to Zn

for the remaining

't
31;.

1e'J> Ie} because

Thus

M1t1•

We now choose

Choose

as Mlr1 is closed in M,
otherwise

Mir, ~ Mlr

,
1

Y'J = Zn'

We continue this

It is easy to complete the sequence

(!In) to yield a

Zn E Mn and limzn = z.

(zn) with
4

«M;,d.-»);~o with (e;);~o be an emb~dding sequence in GMS. The completion
M of (UM;-, Ud;) is the direct limit of (M;) in GMS.
Let

Proof:
Let

N be an object in GMS and gn : Mn

gn determine

a unique weak contraction

-+

have to show that
w.l.o.g.

0

g;+l morphisms.

apply g; • From the universal property

M we can uniquely extend g to yield a continuous

tI

The

g : UMn -. N such that we may first embed

M; into UMn and then apply g or immediately
of the completion

N with g; = e;

tI : M

Let Z,lI E M, z = limzn,

is a weak eontra~on.

Mn :f:' and Zn,Yn E Mn'

6

-+

N . We

!I = limYn ,

S limdM(zn,Yn)
=dM(Z,y)

[n the following we will be interested

.

in such solutions of equations that are complete

metric spaces as in

[7].

are not interesting

for the semantic specification

The reason wh)" fixed points that are not complete meirie spaces
of programming

languages is easily

w1derstood by the following example.
Exampl.~ 1 l see

[71):

Let (X, d) be a metric spaee, d SI,

Y=

Consider

{po}

UA

X

Po a distinguished

elemmt,

A an arbitraI)' set.

X together with the metric
d (po, po) = 0,

d(po, !/o) = d(y,po)

= 1 for y

d(( a, Z ) , (a , , Z ')) =
Let

1 be the functor in MS thatmaps

1(1) : {Po} U A X X .T(J)(a, z) = (a, f(z)). Define

and Pw =

U Pi

i>O

Z,Z,

ifaia'
if _ ,

')

a - a.

{po}

= {po},

U

A

X

Y,

= 1(Pi),

PHI

Foramorphism

'(f)(po)

=

X _ Y

f:

Po and if

x#:e

i ~0

with the inherited metric then clearly there is an isometry between P w

Pw is a fixed point of 1. If, however, Pw is to be used as aseman.

and 1(Pw) ~hence

tic domain for the interpretation
program

I

2"

X to {po}UAxX.

we define

Po

{I,d(

#: Po,

executions

of programs,

cannot be handled.

of Pw as a semantic

tOheproblem anses that nontenninating

This ean be acmend

domarn. A nonterminating

(omputation

by taking the completion
can then be modelled by

the limit of the Cauchy sequence of its finite approximations.
Definition 7
Let n ~ 1 and let
1: MSx ... xMS -MS

.•.

L

#

n time.

be afunctor . .T pre,erve,cQmpletenu',iffor
is an object in CMS.

i=l,

1 pre,ertle,

MI, ... ,Mn

... ,n, 1(ell ... ,en) isanembeddingfeom

Ci,

i=l,

... ,n,then

1(CI ""Cn)
I

1(Mll

•••,M

)

n

embedding, if, given embeddings e.- : Ni _ Mi,

.T preserves embeddings we say that .T pre,erve,
",'cuts

in CMS,

isa

1

1(Nb ••• ,Nn) to !(MI, ... ,Mn). If
U

-c'd, if, given embeddings

",.cutfor

.T(el, ... ,en).

ei

with

{. !),jinition. ,ni EI,m,nt", P,o",ti,.

Let 1 : MS -

MS

be a funct?r that preserves completeness and embeddings.

define an ~mbedding sequence as (ollow!l: let Mo
Aii =

and let eo : Mo

-+

=.

J(M.-d,

We ~

{the empty space } ,

i ~1
i ~ 1. Clearly, the

MI be the uruque embedding and ej = 1 (ei -1),

.Al,' are complete. Let llJ denote the completion o( the direct limit o( thi!l embedding
sequence in AiS.
Lemma 5
Let ,: AiS

-+

M S be a functor that preserves completeness and emheddings. Let M

be given as ahove. Then there is an em'bedding e : M

-+

1(M) .

Proo(:
Let hj : Aii

-+

M be the canonical embeddings, i ~0 . As

we obtain

where 1hj : Mj+l - 1(M).
and eo 0 1 ho

= 00

Mo can be trivially embedded into 1(M) , say by

aweak. contraction

direct limit 01

by the initiality o( Mo. As by Lemma 4 Misthe

the embedding sequence in CMS

and 1(M)

00,

is complete we condude the existence 01

e: M - J(M) such that ho

0

e = 00. and 1 hi

= hj +I

0

e. By the

construction o( e, see lemma 4, it is dear that e is an embedding.
Definition 8

i) Let A be a set, (X, ci) a metric spac'!. DeSne a metric on A x X by

,

d((a, z), (a ,:I» =

{Ild(z, z')

üa"la'
else.

ü) Let A be a set, (X, cl) a metric space. A - X is the set of functions from A to
X . DeSne a metric on A-

X by

d(J,U) = sup d(J(a),u(a».
oEA

üi) Let (Xl,

dd,

(X~, d~) be metric spaces. DeSne a metric on MI

8

-~

X

M~ by

I. D,jinition, .n~ El,rn,n""

P,o,,,ti,.

,.
Lemma 4)
Let the endofunctor

; in

MS be defined hy
1(X)

x

=A

X

1(1) = >.(a,x)(a,/(x))
tohen 1 preserves

completeness,

embeddings

und

p,

-cuts.

~

Let

{Yn} be a Cauchy sequence in A x X; £rom the definition of the metric it follows

that

there is

no EINand

a E A sueh that Yn = (a, xn) for n

sequenee in X.

Cauehy

embedding

Renee

{Yn} eonver~es to (a, limzn).

>

no and (xn)

Let e : X _ Y be an

then

d (1(e) ((a, z)),;

(e) ((a', x'))) = d (a, e (x)), (a',e (z')))

_- {I!d((a,

x), (a', x'))
= d((a, x), (a', x')).

if a::/: a'
else

Let c be a JL-cut for e, Le.

c(e(z))
d (y, e
Let

Z

E T(X)

=A

X

X,

Z

= (a,:z),

=:z V:z E X

(c (y))) S p V

V E Y.

th'!D

1(e)(1(e)(z))

= (a, c (e (:z)))

= (a,:z)
=z.
and for z E T(Y) = A

X

(a,y)

Y, z =

d(z, 1(e)T(c)(z))

=d

«a, V), (a, e (c (V))))

1

= 2d (V, e (e (V»)

s p.
Lemma

1: MS - MS

1(X)
1(1)
preserves

.t':

7

The endofunctor

completeness,

=
=

A-X
).g'\a /(g(a))

embeddings and IS -cuts.

9

is a

-;:

I. D'fi"ition ••

,,4 EI,m,nte" P,o,,,t.,,

fm2t
in analo~' to Lemma 6.

Lemma 8
The funct'Jr J : AIS

X

MS -.. MS
J(X1,XZ)

= Xl

X

X1

JUl, h) = A(z, y) (11 (z),

h(y))

preserves complet'?ness, embeddings and JI. -cuts.
Proof:
in analo~' to Lemma 6.

By now, we have treated some examples of fun,:tors that are relevant for the definition
of the semantics of programming languag~s.One functor of interest in trus context, the
functor

~c,

is given special treatment in section III.

10

11. TA. Ezi.tutl

.nl Uni, •• ,,,,. 01Fis.l Point,

D. Tb, Exilt,nct and Unlqnen". o( Fix,d Point!
In this st'ction we are gOiIlgto derivt' conditions for the t'Xistence of 6xed points.
In analogy to tht' classical case of fixt'd points in complt'te metric spaces we establish
conditions that guarant~e that

i)

a sequence {Mi} of metric .•paces gt'nerated by iteration as in Lemma 5 is a "Cauchy
st'quence"

and

ü)

its "limit" is a fixed point.

The first criterion is derived £rom the fixed point theorem by Banach-Cacciopoli.
Definition 9
Let J : MS

-+

MS be a functor that preserves completeness and t'mbeddings.

1 is

called a eontraction bmetor, Ü there exists a Je, 0 ~ Je < 1, such that for all N,M
CM S and all embeddings e: N

-+

M with N

in

=i •

d1(e) (1(N), 1(M)) ~ Je. de(N,M)
holds.
Definition 10
Let ,: MS

-+

MB he a functor that pteserves completeness, emheddings and p. -cuts.

1 is called c'Ut--=ontractitJe, if there is a Je, 0 ~ Je< 1, such that for every embedding e
with p -cut e, 1(c) is a (Je.p) .cut for 1(e).
For practical purposes there is an easy way to determine these properties for a given
functor:
Lemma 9
Let 1 = '1

0

''1 or 1

=

1'1011 where ,; is an endofunctor in MB,

i

=

1,2, that

preserves embeddings and completeness.
'!2'

a)

Ir '1

is a contraction functor and

dl's(e)(1'J(N),1'J(M))

~ de(N,M)

'1

satis6es a weak contraction propertYi Le.

for every embedding e, e: N

-+

M,

then 1 is a contraction functor.
h) If '1 is cut.contractive

and

' 1 preserves
11

P -cuts then 1 is cut-contractive.

N:I:',

'f.IW;.
a) Let 1 = '1

0 '2

,

N :1= t ,

e : N - M an embedding,

(1;l (11 (N)),

d (td T(N), l(.hf)) = d'2 (rden
'

l:dTdAI)))

~ d,de) (1dN), l.(lJ))

~ k. de(N,M).
b) Let 1

= '1

0

12,

e : N - M an embedding

show that there is a

k such that l(c)

is a

with

Jl-cut

c : M _ N.

We have to

(k. Jl) -cut. Clearly 1(c)(1(e)(z») = z.

Consider

d ( 1 (-~)(1 (c) ( z)), z) = d ( '2 ( 11 ( e)) ( '2

( '1

(c) ) (z))

I

Z)

~ Te. Ji
is a
Theorem
Let

10

1 : MS -

MS be a contraction

":1=',

addition

(k. Jl) .cut for '1 (e) and 1'}, preserves this propeTty.

In other words,

1 has a find point in CMS.

functor then

this fixed point is unique up to isometry

If in

among the objects of CMS.

1 considered as functor from CMS to CAIS has a unique 6.xed point.

Proor:
Il "

=•

the statement

an embedding

is trivial.

(M) ,where

As a first step we construct

(M-) as in Lemma 5 by choosing Mo as the empty space-and

sequence

Mi = 1(Mi-l)' i ~1; each
tiI~

=I ••

Let now "

M-

is complete

and can be identified with an el~ment

M is the completion or UM .. We already know by Lemma 5 that there
e: M -

is an embedding

dAn+!

1 (M) with

1 hi = hi+1

0

e , hence

(Mn+},M) = dAn+! (l(Mn),M)
S

dAn+10e(1(Mn), 1(M)) by Lemma 1

= d'(A

n)

(l(Mn),

l(M»)

S Je. dAn (Mn,M),
where the

ki are the canonical embeddings.
d(Mn+1,M)

, hence

oi

Continuing

this argument we get

S kR d(M1,M),

M is the limit ofthe embedding sequence (Md with (~.) in ~~(M).

On the other hand

d(Mn+1I1(M»

= d'(1In)

(l(Mn),

~ Je. dA••(MR,M),
12

l(M))

11. Ti•• Ezi"lnc,

!(M)

henr.e

.n4 Unifunu.

is the limit of the embedding

which 'Ne conclude t,hat
Let N be another

fixed point of

J in CMS,

As ."Jo

is initial we have a unique embedding

eo : Mo

-+

henee there is an isometry
-+

N .

go : }..Io

! (Mo) = MI . Let for i ~1 embeddings
gi =
U,

gi =

compatible

ei ogi-t 1

(AI,.), (e;) m JI~(J(.I\.{)) £rom

sequence

M is a find point.

h: J(N)

then

01 Fiz,1 Poin ••

= e.)

N and Uo

0

J uo

0

h where

gi be defined by

J gi-loh

:Mi-N

for i ~0, i.e. theMi

with the embeddings

-+

ean be embedded

into N

in a way that is

J,

~.. Renee there is an embedding

/:M-N,
hi

such that

0

f

= gi, i ~O. In addition for i ~1

d"+l (Mi-tl,N)

= d"+1 (J(M.-),N)
~ d"+1ola-1(J(M..),

1(N))

= dl" (1(M..), 1(N))
~ Ic • d" (Mi, N)
hence the Mi converge towards
Remark

=N

.

6

Obviously
n.ary

N from where we conclude M

definitions

9 and 10, as well as lemma 9 and theorem

10 can be adapttd

to

functors.

Example

2

The functor
as contraction

Example

1 given in Example

1 satisfies the conditions

of Theorem

10 with

constant.

3

The functor

9:

MS

-+

M S given by

9(X) = {po}
and suitably

de6ned

UA

x (X

U (B

x X))

for morphi3DlS satis6es the conditions
13

of theorem

10.

Ic =

t

By applying lemma 9 varbus funetors ean be shown to satisfy the eonditiC'ns of Theorem
cases for ,,'hieh the conditions 01 Theorem 10 are too

10. There are, however,interesting

strong, e.g. lunctors that are built with the

f1c

.functor as ! (X) = {Po} U Jlc(A

X

X) .

For these cases we use tht' concept cut.contractiv~.
Lt'mma 11
Let ! :MB

-+

MB

be a C'Jt-contractive fun.::tor. Let Mo be a complete mdric space

suc~ t hat there is an emb~dding eo : .•\Jo -+ ! (Mo) with JS -cut co:!

(Mo)

\

Mi

= !(A/i-d,

i ~1, ei = !(e,'-d , c,.

= !(Ci-d,

-+

Mo . Let

i ~1. Let M be the completion

of UA/i and let hi : M,. -+.M be the canoniral embedding. Then there is a JS, -cut

i,. : AI

-+

Al,. Cor h,. with .lim

Sli

= o.

'-"00

ProoC:
From the properties oC ! it is dear that Ci is a (SI' ki) -cut Cor ei

_

consider the Camily 01 morphisms

C

as given in Definition 5,

(Cmn)m~o

For fixed n we

mn

:

Mm

-+

Mn.

As M is the direct limit of the Ali according to Lemma 4 there is a uniquely detennined
contraction

in : M

-+

Mn such that
mn = km

C

0

Zn

m ~

o.

From this we immediatel~; get that

It remains to evaluate d(z, hnin (z)) for z E M. For this let n ~ 0 and z E _l\In+2 • As
Cn

is a (p. /en) -cut

hence

implying

d(

o

Z, C +l

(co (co (co+1 (z))) ) ) ~ d(z, Co+l

+

d(

Co+1 (CO+l

~ 11 • /en+ 1
= 11 •

(k"

(CO+l (.)))

+ 11 • k"

+ kn+l)

thus
14

(z)), Cn+l

(cn (cn (cn+,(z))) ) )

11. TA. Ezi,'''*c, ,n~ Unif •• nr" 01Fiz.~ Poilu,
1.

d(z, Cn+~,n(Z)) ~ IJ . (kn

+ kn+1)

and in general
~ JL. (kn

d(z, Cmn(Z))

+ kn-,-l + ... + k

1)

M-

ror all m ~ n. Put

=IJ.

Let now z E M, z = limzm,

Zm

(~)

l-k

E Mm•

omitting the explieit notation of the canonkal embeddings.
In the following we present an existenee and uniqueness reswt for cut-contractive !une.
tors. The existence part has been independently found in a similar form by [2]. See also
section V lor detailed diseussion.
Theorem 12
Let T : MB - MS be a cut.contractive functor. Then 1 has a find point in OMS.
Ir in addition "

1='

then 1 has a fixed point that is unique np to isometry among

the objects ol OMS.
Prool
H "

= • the statement is trivial.

Let now "

=1= •.

Choose a one-element space

So = {zo} and let Si = 1 Si -1, i ~ 1. Clearly Si is a complete metric space. As
belore let Mo

=',

Mi

= 1Mi-1,

i ~.1, and

the unique embedding and
ei=1ei-1,

i~l.

There is a unique embedding
io :Mo We choose in addition an embedding

15

So.

which is possible as So

oe

=

= " #:'

{zo} and MI

by assumption. From the initiality

Mo we obtain
eo = io

We now put

0'0

and 0', = 10' •.-

= AO

1 ,

0

0

AO •

(I)

1io

i ~1 ,having thus turned the sequenee Si into an embedding sequence

(with embeddings

0' •. ).

Let S denote the completion 01 the US.. and let k•. : Si --. S be the canonical embed.
dings, i ~ O.
We first ohserve that
"i-'-1= 1 k,- : Si+l - ] S,

i ~0

IS an embedding and
(lI)
We put

"0

= 0'0

0 ]

ko and get
"0

As S is the direct limit

oe the

=

(/11)

0'0 0'1 .

S•. in CMS we eonelude the existence of an embedding
e: S -1S

(IV)
,

such that

'" = k•.

0

(V)

e.

Let us de6n'!
Co :
Co

SI - So

= AZ.ZO

then according to lemma 11 there are p" .cuts I•. : S - Si ror Je.- with lim /Si= o. As

by lemma 2, we conelude that S

= limSi

in Pc(S). On the other hand

and hence T S = limSi in Pc(] S). By (1/), (1/1), (IV),

(V) we concludethat ] S

and S coincide up to isomorprusm.
Let now N be another Sxed point. Benee there is an isom~try
h:1N-N.
16

Let )0 : • --,. N be the unique morphism then by the initiality 01 ~A{o we have
jo = eo
We define now

TO:

0

1jo

0

h.

(V I)

SO - N
= >'0 0 1)0 0 h

TO

and set

and gd

0"0

0 Tl = ~o 0 (1

Ta

0 h)

0 (;'ro 0 h)

= (>'0 0 1io)
=

>'0 0 1(i) 0 TO)

= >'00 1

TO

0

0"0

h

(io 0 >'0 0 1 jo

0

h) 0 h by DeI. 01 TO

h)

0

h by (I)

0

= >'0

by (V I)

0

Tl

by DeI. of

= >'00 1(€0 01)0

= TO
hence

by Def. of

1 (Jo)

0

h

by Def. 01

TO

(V 11)

is an emb~dding such that the lollowing diagram

i-k. I

r:;

~

:Fr;.- r

,

I

i"",

>J fJ/

o~

4;.h
<r;r;

commutes. Consequently
Ti

=

O"i 0 Ti+l

Rence, as S is the direct limit 01 the Si with respect to the

by induction.

(Ti

we

conclude that there is a unique embedding

with

Ti

= ki

0

! , i ~O.

It remains to show that the embedding sequence Si (with respect to O"i) converges to
17

ll. 1111 Ezi'''71c, .n~ Vni'7une •• 0/ Fi8~~ Point,

N . For this we define
go : N - So
go = Äx.Z(l
and

N -. Si

gi:

Clearly

go is a I.cut for

TO.

By induction

Ti

By induction

gj

IS

0

Ui = I,

i ~0 .

a ki .cut fOT 7i, as fOTall ZEN

dN ( Z ~ T, + 1 (U i + 1 ( it ) ) ) = d ( z, h ( 17'i (1Ui (h = dN

1( Z ) ) ) ) )

(h(Y), h(1T,'(1U, (y))))

= d (N) (Y, 1Tj(1gj(Y)))
'
:5 k . Jei •
Hence

Remark
As

~c

drl (Si, N) :5 Je" hence N and S coincide Up to isometry.
7
pres'!rves

J' .cuts

(see section III) Theorem

to handle a variety of interesting

Example

12 together

.,,-ith Lemma 9 allow us

functors.

4

1(X) = {Po} U

The functor
Theorem

12.

Example

5

(A - ~ (B
c

X

(X

U

(C - X)) )) satisfies the conditions of

In [13] a detailed semantic definition of Hoare's communicating
is given using the metric space approach.
is described

sequential processes [12]

The equation, that is the basis for this definition

by the functor:

1(X) = {po} U (A - ~c({J,6,J.}U
which satisfies the conditions

(A UCU j1(I)) x (XU (V x X) U (V _ X))))

of Theorem

12. The details of this semantic

are too lengthy to be presented 'here.

18

description

Tl. F"lcl?r

1/[.

m,

,..

Th, Funetor

In this section we deal with the operator

t1 c

that deserves som~ sp'~cialconsideration

~c

because it cannot be simply considered as an endofun.:t.)r in MS,

as, in general, an

arbitrary morphism in M S
/:N-_\.1
to ~c(M)

will not yield a morphism from Jlc(N)

via >.U/(U).

So Jlc has to be

re3tricted to those morphisms f : N - M that are closed, i.e. that the)" map closed
subsets oI N to dosed subsets oJ M.

If we denote b:r M Sc the sub.:ategor~;of M S

that has the same objects as MS and closed morphisms as morphisms then

Jlc

is a

funetor from MSc to MS.
Clearly all the definitions of pre6xed point, complett'nt'ss preserving et.c. can be easily
adapted to the case of such a "partial" fuilctor.
Lemma 13:
The funct»r Jlc: MSc

-+

MS preserves complett'ness, ~mbeddings and ~ -cuts.

Proof:
Jlc

preserves -:ompleteness according to Remark 1. Preservation of embeddings is trivial,

preservation of p -cuts followsfrom the definition of the Hausd.uff metric.
For functors 1 that anse from combination of Jlc witb other functors it has to be ensured
that the construction of find points by it~ratively defining an emhedding sequence (Si)
with respective ~ -cuts is not affect.ed.
We have to establish that starting with
00

:So -1(So)

Co:1(So)

-+

= {.zo}
Co = h.zo
So

So

we can always apply 1 iteratively to get

= 1i(00)
Ci = 1i(co).

Oi

Definition 11:
A metric space (X, d) has the minimum 4i,tance property, if there exists 6 E IR, 6 ~ 0,
such that for all .z,y EX,

.z::l= '1,

4(.z, '1) ~ 6 .
19

/1/. Tl, Fuclor p,

Remark 8:
The topoJogy of a metric space with the minimum distance propeTty is the discrete
topology, as every one.element set, is open.
Lemma 14:
The functor5 1(X)
1
= A. x X, 1(2X) = A
'4

XII:.JX2,

(X}, X2) =

-+

X , la (X)

= ~c(X),

(X}, X2) = XI x X2 preserve the minimum distane~ propeTty,

's

i.e. ü the arguments of " inhibit the minimum distance propeTty, so does the resulting
metric space.
Proof:
As an example we treat the case of 12• Let (X,d)
such that d(x, y) ~ b V x, Y EX.

be a metric ~pace and bE IR, b

>0

Let 1,9 E ';l(X)

d(J,g) = sup d(J(a),g(a))
lIEA

~ <5.
Lemma 15:
a functor that is comp.)sed of functors in {lI,".' lö}

Let !be

N be ametrie

(see Lemma 14). Let

spaee that has the minim:.nn distanee propeTty and 9 : M

-+

N a

eontraction, then 1 is de6ned for g.
Pro 0':
For ease of notation we only treat unary funetors in {lI, .• " 1.;}. Let henee

1=9Io92o"'o9k

with

Yi

(unary) in {11,••• ,ls},

91 (N), 92(9t{N)) ,
91 (N), 92(91 (N)) de.

l~i~.~.

As N hasthe

mininlUm distanee property so does

ete. and 6nally l(N}

Lemma 16. Henee the topology of

is the diserete topology by

Remark 11. As N has the discrete topohgy we conclude that
henee

91

91 (g) : 91 (M) -+ 91(N)
is defined for 91 (0) and so on.

is defined for 0,

topology, henee 92

. SimiIarly

by

o. is a closed morphism,
91 (N)

has the discrete

Corollary 16:
Let 1 be as in Lemma 15, N ametrie spaee that has the minimum distanee property,

o :M

-+

N amorphism. Then 1n is defined for 9 for all n ~ 1 .

The above observations guarantee that our results also hold for functors that are composed from

~c

and others. Obviously the ahove results ean he extended to any other

functors that preserve the minimum distanee property.
20

/11.

There
recently

is an alternative
proposed

by

approach

121.

There,

Ti. F.""/,,

.'"

, I••
, powerset

to treat
the aut,1l

'I',

construction

which has been

fl'fine for a complete metric space M,

M:/:',
ic(M) = {U
and for

where

! :N

--+

U :/: '}

M

d(X) of a subset

on the particular

C }\/ : { c1osed,

X of M sta.I1J~ for the dosure

application

which of thr

iW'1

21

of M.

It probably

depends

different powerset functors is adequate.

IV. Tl. C,,,'ion P= {po}u(A-f'.«B

xP)u(C-P»)

tln~Ger",. 1Cu,i~.,"ion,

IV. Tbe EguatJon P = {po} U (A

-+

wc((B

X

P)

U

(0

tn 'l: Cloiu 01Mcl,i~

-+

P)))

and General Consideration, on the Cbolce 01 Metrlc

We daimed

in the introduction

that the above equation in

leh to the reader, cannot be solved as proposed by

Yo

the solution of which is

(71, namely by putting

= {Po}

y;. = {po}

U

(A

J'((B

-+

X

1';.)

U

(0

-+

Y »))
i

Y of Uf;. is a solution of the above equation by

a.nd showing that the completion
establishing

(iJ,

an isometry between Y and 1(Y).

We d6 not claim that the equation does not have a solution at aD. We do claim that

Y

cannot be one.

1(X)

Let us consider the functor
detail.

{po}

=

1 clearly preserves completeness

there is an emb~dding
have to show that

~ :

Y

-+

1 (Y).

U

(A

-+

~c((B

X

X) U (C

-+

X)))

in more

and embeddings and, according to L!mma 5,
In order to establish that ~ is an isometry, we

~ is onto.

We claim that this cannot be the case. Let us for simplidty orJ;y consider the case where

A, B and 0 are finite sets.
We define the infinite set

a.nd obs~rve

i)

Sec C (0

ü)

Sec is closed, as there do not erist any nontrivial convergent sequences in Soo,

-+

Y),

i.e. Sec E J'c((B
üi)

X

Y) U (0

-+

Y)),

Sec has non countably many infinite sub sets T ec

,

each of which is closed, as

there are no nontrivial convergent sequences.
To see this, remember that the metri<: on Yn+l is given by

p 1: Po

dn+dp,po)

= d(p,po)

dn+dp,p')

= sup{d(p'(a),p(a»)}

=1

GEA

and for z,y E (B X Yn) U (0

-+

Yn)

I,
d(z.y)

=

1,

td(z', 11'),
{ sup(:c(c), y(c)),

if
if
if
if

z E B X Yn, 'JI E 0 -+ Yn or viceversa
z,y E B X Yn, z
(a,z'), y = (b,s/),
z = (a, z'), 11 = (a,1I')

=

z, y E C

cEC

22

-+

Yn•

a 1: b

IV. TI•• E,ulion

P={Po}U(A-p.((BxP)u(O_P»)

Ini G,n,r.ICu.U.,.tioM

Let us assume that there is an isometry ~ : Y -

l(Y).

on llf CAoie, o/M,tr;:

We eonsider the lamily o£

functions
9 = ÄaSoo
= ÄaToo

gr"",

where T 00 is an infinite subset of 500
~ :Y -

1(Y)

•

Clearly 9 and a.ll 9 r are elements of 1 (Y) .

is onto there must be an ! E Y such that ~(J)=

thai. either

g.

I

Ir

E Y implies

U Y..

!E

;~o

or
! = lim/n
Assume that I = lim!

n

and !

rt uy..

In

E

Yn.

then we get

0= lim d(4)(J),
= lim d(g,

~Un))

~UYl))

yielding 4>(1n) - 9 and henee a contradiction, beeause only a trivial (finall~.. eonstant)
sequence ean converge towards g. On the other hand ~ is oIie.to-one and {In}
be trivial because I

rt uy..

dmnot

was assumed.

U y..

So we eom:lude that no ~lement in Y \

can be mapped io 9 or analogously to any

i>O

groo

'

thus only remain the elements o( UY;' as eandidates. But £rom the definition 01

the functor it is dear that Ul~. has only countably many elements. Henee there ca.nnot
exist an isometry. It is easy to see that thefunetor
.1(X) = {po} U
is not cut'contractiH.

(A -

f1c((B x X) U (C - Xl))

As by the above the standard eonstruction does not work to con-

struct a fiud point the condition "cut-contractive" seerns to be quite nanow a eriterion
for the existence 01 fixed points.
Let

us now eonsider tbis matter

functor B(X) = C -

d(j,g)

X where the metrie on C -

= oEO
sup dx(j(a),g(a))

is now given by d'(j,g)
the modified definition
cut-contractive,

a little further.

and put 9'(X)

=
B'

t sup dx(j(a),g(a)).

=

We slightly modiry the
X is given in Definition 8 by

C - X where the metric on C ....•X
What happens now is, that if we use

IIEO

instead of the original one, then the resulting functor l' is

1'e =!. and henee .1' has a unique fixed point. In general, it is t~e

that if we have a functor
cut-contractive functor

B'

B :

CMS -

CMS that preserves #I-cuts then we get a

by proeeeding as follows: let (X, dx) be a complete metrie
23

space and Jet g((X,dx))

=

=

(Y,dy), then 9'((X,dx))

(Y,kdy), ..,here Ie is a 6nd

constant, 0< Ic< 1.
Here, immediately the question arises which delinition is adequate for our original pur.

t.,

POStS, i.e. the semantic dtfinition of programminl languag~s. Given a language

one constructs a suitable domain equation P = Tl P such that the solution S of this
equation, if any, is the range of the meaning function
Me : Programs

-+

S

Very roughly speaking the funetor II reBects the kind of operations that can be penor.
med in the language

t.. So e.g.

a functor that maps (X, dxl to Y = A x X together

with some metric dy serves to descrihe the "sequencing" of actions. There is, however,
some freedom with respect to the choice .)f the metric dy . In the original paper o( [7J
dy is chosen ro be

dy((a,z),(a,y))=,

{ la

ld(
2

z,'!I

)

=F a'
_,

a- a

.

(Clearly, any 0< Ic < 1 instead would serve the same purpose). One might interprete
this choice o{ dy as follows:the semantics o{Janguages

t.

treated by [7]is operational

in fiavour, i.e. tor the case o{ a sequential program p, its meaning in thi.s approach is
basicly the "sequence" of the meaning o{its actions. Under the ahove choice o{ dy two
programs PI and P2 that coincide in their first l actions are regarded to be "doser"
than two pro grams ~

and P2 that coulcide only on some h actions, h < l. Hence

this choice o{ dy by [7] is ver;)'intuitive having the above interpretation in mind. We
find it very hard, however, to justif~r - on the grounds o{ relevance {or programming
language semantics - the choice o{

lf

(J,g) =

l sup dx (J (a), g( a))

(or the set 0

-+

X

/lEG

instead o{ the original d. We cannot find an intuitive explanation tor this change in
metric. Consider equations (3) and (4) £rom the introduttion, both o{which are the
basis tor semantic speci6cation oC certain programming languages in (7J. Whereas (3)
can he solved if the "old" metric d on the Cunction space is used, equation (4) is only
solved hy the standard approach if the "new" metric

24

lf

is introduced.

V. I.ela~,dWork

Recursive specification .)r "jomains" plays a crucial rol~ in th~ denotational s-emantics
based on metric spaces [7] as well as in the denotation al semantics as developed by Scott
and Strachey. First approaches or Scott to solve recursive equations were his inverse limit
construction [22], which were later substituted

b)'

using a unh,ersal domain a.nd a fixed

point construction [23].
. The categorical aspects or these approaches were studi~d e.g. by Reynolds [21] and
Wand [26]. These investigations typically stuck to one fixed category, e.g. the category
C PO or complete partial orders with strict continuous functions or the category or
countably based continuous lattices and continuous functions, and are at the same leyel
or abstraction as our work prest'nted here.
In [25] and [26] a further abstraction step is initiated to dev'?lop a theory or solving
recursive equations ror general categories. For this [25] elaborate a basic lemma:
Basic lemma [2.5]
"Let Ic be a category with initial object .LA- and let j : J: -k
Me the w --::hain A to be (!"(.Lk),1"(.LF_d).

be a functor. De.

Suppose that both p. : A _ A and

1p. : 1A - 1Aare colimiting cones then the initial fixed point exist."
In the sequel [25] discuss how the c.)nditions 01 the lemma can be satisfied for the class
of 0 .categories, i.e. categories that exhibit certain ord-er structures in their hom-sets.
If we compare our procedere with that implied by the basic lemma, then obviowly
choosing Ic = CMS our M (the completion of UMi in theorem 10) plays the role of A
and we know that M is the dUect limit of (Mi) in CMS _ In order to prove the find
point property, however, we do not show that 1(M) is mect limit of 1(Mi) , but rather
show that the distance between 1(Md

Pc(7(M)))

tends to zero as i -

00 -

= Mi+l

and 1(M)

(understood as elements in

Having then established the fixed point property

01 M we get as a trivial condusion that ! (M) is the meet limit of 7 (Mi) . So, M is
a fixed point if and only if 7(M)

is direct limit of (Md _ In addition, in CMS

besides

existence the uniqueness of lixed points is guaranteed for functors with a contraction
property.
While this present paper was being refereed welearned about the recent and independent
work of {2]. Let us relate our work to [2]; in which also a problem oI the present paper
is taekled, i.e. the question of the solution of equations P = 1P. In [2] the authon
25

V. RcI.I.4 Worjo

first establish a criterion, that ensures the existence I)f solutions of equations of the
rOml

P = 1 P in a category of complete metric 5paces. In a second step they deHlop

a criterion that ensures uniqueness in a 5Iightly modified eat.egol)" of complete metric
spacesby adding base points.
Where do our results and those by [2] coincide, where dv they differ? We show in the
appendix that the notion of "contracting" functor or [2] (not to be conrused with our
definition or contrading)

is about the same as our concept

oe

IS

-contractive

functor

(modulo slight changes in categories). So the re.mIt con.:erning the existence part of our
theort'm 12 is about the same as the result of [2] concerning the existence of 6xeti points.
In contrast to [2] we show, however, that a cut-eontractive
point, unless10
acontracting

1 already has a unigue fixed

= 0 . By this we also answer an ,)pen question

oe [21, namely

to exhibit

Cunctor (in therr terminology) that has nonisometric fixed points: There

d<ies not exist such a functor 1 with 1. =1= 0.
Notoeat this point that all functors considered in [7] Culfillthe condition "
of the so-ealled

"ni}"

=1='

because

process Po. One could arg-ae that our approach gives a "reason"

why this nil process is introdueed. It guarantees that 10 =1=

e.

In addition to theorem 12 we derived in theorem 10 another criterion for existence and
uniqueness that is unreiated to theorem 12 and the resuits
of cuts.
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oe [2] as it

does not make use

VI. Conc1u,ion

We have proposed a rigorous framework within which the problem

oe solving

recursive

equations such that the solution constitutes a complete metric space can be formulated
and discussed. We established conditions, under which the (unique) existence
tion is guaranteed.

oe a solu-

For example, all equation!l in [7] - except for equation (4) !rom our

introduction - satisfy either the condition!l
given special attention to the functor Pe

oe Theorem 10 or Theor~m 12. We have also
because oe its partiality and we pointed out

some connection to related work. Equation (4) has been investigated and it has been
shown that the methods of [7] do not apply to it. The question if this equation does have
a solution at all is open. Moreover we discu3sed to some extent the problem ol choice of
metric. Relation to other work is discussed in detail.
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VB.

Appendix

We brietly introduc~ the \:oncepts of [21in order to he ahle to relate them to the ones
used in this paper.
Let C be the category with complete, nonempty metric spaces as objects and pairs
I,

= (i . .1)

as arrows where i is an embedding

and j is a weak contraction

such that i 0 j = idM1

•

A functor 1 : C -- C is called contracting
distinction) Ü there is

!,

0~

!

< 1, such that
h(lt) ~

where b'(t) = sup
zEMs

{dMs

in [2] (which we "ill fall e-contrach'ng for

!.

h(t)

(z, i(.i(z)) } .

A functor that is 2.eontracting is shown in [2Jto have a fixed point. For uniqueness an
additional property has to be satisfied in [2J.
Our criterion of cut.contractiveness was formulated for functors in the slightly different
category Cl\IS (which was defined differently just in order to be able to indude the
empty space) and amounts to
3k, 0 ~ k < 1 : Vembeddings i with cuts j

(Vz

E

M'1 d(z, i(.i(z))) ~

Let now ~ = (i,j)

JI

Vye

=>

1M2 d(y, li(l ;"(1/))) ~ k.

be an arrow in C and 1 2.eontracting, Le. c(1~) ~

s;) .
!.

6(~) then

(.) is satisfied: let

d(z, i(.i(z))) ~

JI

V z e M2

then 6(1,) ~ IJ and 1 2.eontraeting yields

h(l~) ~
hence d(y, li(lj(y»)

~

£. #l

!.

h(t) ~

!.

#l

V y e 1M2 hy definition of 6.

Let eonversely 1 satisfy (.) then clearly

d(z,i(.i(z)))~6(t)
hence d(y, Ti(l i(Y))) ~ k.6(1)

Vye

VzeM2

1M2 henee 6(11,) ~ k'h(t). Henee, neglecting the

slight difFereneesin eategories, the notion of a cut-contractive functor and a 2-contraeting
functor is the same.
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